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Study on the Relations among the Qing Government, Confucian Residence and the Tenant Farmer 
 II
Abstract 
Confucian Residence is one the typical feudal aristocratic landlord in Ming and 
Qing Dynasties. This article bases on the rich archive of Confucian Residence and 
focuses on discussing the interrelationship between the Qing government, Confucian 
Residence as well as the tenant farmer in order to reveal the complex truth of their 
relationships. 
The introduction expounds the reasons why the article selects this topic ,the basic 
thought, the material sources. 
The first chapter brifely reviews the history and the evolution of Confucian 
Residence and summarizes the sourcesof Confucian Residence land as well as the 
tenant farmer's basic situation. 
The second chapter summarizes the interactive relation between Confucian 
Residence and tenant farmer, including Confucian Residence reduces tenant farmer 
land rent and the tenant farmers fufill the corresponding obligation. From the 
disscusion ,we can konw the Confucian Residence tenant farmer’s land rent and the 
service situation roughly. 
The third chapter emphasises on discussing the cooperation and the friction 
between Confucian Residence and the Central government as well as the Local 
government.From the discussion ,we can draw a conclusion easily that the basic 
resason of this kind of cooperation and the friction lies in their different bilateral 
standpoint and own interests 
The fourth chapter discusses that the tenant farmers refuse to pay the debt in 
different ways and Confucian Residence take corresponding countermeasures to deal 
with these matters. The discussion reveals that they not only depend on each other but 
also strongly strive for the respective benefit. 
The conclusion summarizes the basic viewpoint. 
In conclusion, the explanation of relationship between Confucian Residence and 
Tenant farmer is not simply oppression. Their relationship is not always at daggers 
drawn. In the course of mutual interaction, they all use suitable strategies to maximize 















Residence’s benefit. In many cases, friction and conflict also happened between the 
government and Confucian Residence. If we regard the relationship between 
Confucian Residence and Tenant farmer as conflict between two classes, we can also 
regard the relationship between the government and Confucian Residence as a game 
which include economy and politics and many other aspects in a class. Mutual 
interaction and conflict among government and Confucian Residence and Tenant 
farmer are not only reflect the conflict of economy and politics between classes, but 
also reflect the mutual interaction and conflict inside a class. 
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于 1974 年夏完成的《孔府孟府地主庄园调查报告》。上述文章的一个 大
共同点就是对孔府进行全方位多角度的批判，对孔府的累累罪行进行声讨
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第三节  基本资料与思路 
孔府保存有不少档案。这些档案中虽然宋代以前的已经无从查阅和考证，
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